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Forest, Flood and Farmer
Using forested landscapes for Natural Flood Management—a ‘Wicked’ problem?

Whose Landscape? Identity, Politics and Land Use
change

In a world where the uncertainties of the weather are being compounded by
climate change, the need for forested landscapes is the new paradigm and
flood management is being directed towards more ‘natural’ methods, planting
trees for floods has become a new ’ideal’ with its own catchphrase ‘slow the
flow’.

The Landscapes in the UK are all accounted for. Conflict and
barriers to land use change have been linked to perceptions
of landscape; ‘social’ factors involving values and interpretations of nature-culture. Natural Capital is a centralised teleological approach where ’natural’ factors are assigned value in
an endeavour to account for this4. The literature of landscape, identity and politics suggests that there may be more
complexity to be tackled in the individualised, localised perceptions of landscapes. Phenomenological approaches, such
as the dwelling perspective5, have enabled the identification
and exploration of the importance of the landscape in placeidentity. Recent research has taken these approaches and begun to analyse the
impact of this lived experience on perspectives, choices and preferences. It has
been identified that this both informs and enables political representation of
landscapes and the choices that land managers make6.

Figure 1: Effects of
forests on water
and climate at local, regional and
continental scales
through change in
water and energy
cycles from Ellison
et al 2017

The interaction of trees and water is well researched but evidence for application of this knowledge for Natural Flood Management (NFM) is “context and
scale specific”1 . The modelling process is highly uncertain when predicting outcomes and real events when reliant on all sorts of variables including the vagaries of the weather or management choices. A ’Wicked’2 (or post-normal) problem, solutions may rely on a deliberative process, “extended peer communities”3. How can these less quantitative contributions be bought into the planning process that relies so heavily on scientific modelling?

Landscape and Land Use—Who are the ‘Experts’?

Figure 4: ‘Experts’ in a UK field - retrieved from https://www.pagodapr.com/newsblog/2016/10/20/bellfield-brewery-first-in-the-uk-to-trial-new-gluten-free-barley/ 23.1.19

The neglect of local, rural knowledges, ‘lay’ expertise7 has impacted the effectiveness and uptake to land management and land use policy.
Although the rhetoric is changed, the engagement activities in areas such as
Flood Management have not advanced in the same way.
There are two aspects to this neglect: the first is that of engagement; it has
been demonstrated that early engagement of land managers increases the support and uptake of opportunities in natural flood management8
The second has been less well evidenced and that is of effectiveness: Is
knowledge and information that could improve the efficacy of modelling forested landscapes for natural flood management being missed?

Figure 2: Skirrid beyond the edge of the Blorenge—authors own

Can ‘socially’ determined parameters be integrated into traditionally quantitative methodologies of planning for land use
change?
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Can a qualitative understanding of lived experience explain the
political behaviour and preferences of Land Managers when considering forested landscapes for NFM

How does farmer/land manager knowledge and expertise inform the process of planning forested landscapes for Natural
Flood management? Does involvement in this process affect the
uptake and long-term planning of Land Managers?

What impact does an exploration of Land Manager perceptions and preferences have on planning forested landscapes for Natural Flood Management?

Interdisciplinary

Participatory

Using a qualitative, grounded theory approach to
identify perceptions and preferences, combining this
with the hydraulic and hydrologic modelling, GIS mapping used for analysing catchment scale flood interventions and landuse change.

Using walking interviews, participatory mapping, participant analysis and evaluation to integrate local expertise
throughout the project stages
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Figure 5: composite of images retrieved from: https://www.ambientalrisk.com/ireland-floodmap/ and http://www.taylorsfarm.org/about-us/history/taylor-river-side-farm-andpreserve-flood-history/ 23.01.19
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